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Operation Golden Dawn - George Wallace 2017-08-04
When a Chinese spymaster uses an Islamic terrorist to attack Western
interests in the Pacific, a US Navy submarine is sent in to prevent
disaster. ____________________________________ Mustafa al Shatar, one of
the world's most dangerous terrorists, lives only for vengeance.
Indonesian Navy Admiral Suluvana plans to overthrow the government
and establish an Islamic state. And Liu Pen, spymaster for the People's
Republic of China, plans to use them both to solidify China's grip on
power. From a secret island base in the Java Sea, Liu Pen's research
team is developing a genetically engineered version of smallpox. A
dangerous biological weapon to be unleashed upon the West. But when
US intelligence catches wind of the plans, Commander Joe Hunter and
his crew aboard the USS SAN FRANCISCO are deployed to neutralize
the threat...before catastrophe strikes.
_____________________________________ Former US Navy submarine
commander George Wallace is co-author of the bestselling HUNTER
KILLER series.
Pontypool Changes Everything - Tony Burgess 2010-12-15
The dark side of humanity is explored in this electrifying science fiction
thriller in which an epidemic virus terrorizes the earth. Causing its
inhabitants to strike out on murderous rampages, the virus is caught
through conversation and, once contracted, leads its host on a strange
journeyinto another world where the undead roam the streets of the
smallest towns and largest cities, hungry for human flesh. Describing in
chilling detail what it would be like if thousands suddenly caught such a
virus and struck out on a mass, never-ending, cannibalistic spree, this
terrifying narrative is perfect for those who are ready to explore their
darkest secret imaginings through a sinister and compelling literary
work of art. This new edition includes a new afterword on the making of
the new motion picture.
The Undead Day Fifteen - R. R. Haywood 2016-10-06
As the post-apocalyptic world moves into the third week, Howie is
starting to feel the pressure. New faces, new rules and the infection
continues its deadly evolution.
For Those in Peril on the Sea - Colin M. Drysdale 2013-03
Primarily set in the northern Bahamas, this book weaves its story of postapocalyptic survival into the local sub-tropical seascape and the sailing
culture that can be found there. With its evocative use of real locations
haunted by zombie-like infected and atmospheric depictions of the trials
of life at sea drawn from the author's own experiences, For Those In
Peril On The Sea provides a new and unusual take on the traditional
post-apocalyptic genre. From the back of the book: After a six week
voyage across the Atlantic, they couldn't wait to get to shore. When they
got there, they found the land would never be safe again... There was
nothing to suggest it would be anything more than a routine delivery.
Four people thrown together by chance, sailing a newly-built catamaran
from South Africa to Miami. But while they were away, something
happened, something none of them could ever have imagined. When they
get back to civilisation, they find it no longer exists. The land is no longer
safe. Their only option is to stay on the boat and try to survive. Join Bill,
Rob, Jon and CJ as they travel around their frightening new world. One
where they must struggle against the infected that now rule the land, the
elements and each other.
World War Z - Max Brooks 2013
An account of the decade-long conflict between humankind and hordes of
the predatory undead is told from the perspective of dozens of survivors
who describe in their own words the epic human battle for survival, in a
novel that is the basis for the June 2013 film starring Brad Pitt. Reissue.
Movie Tie-In.
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The Undead Day Seventeen - R. R. Haywood 2019-02-28
The Undead Day Seventeen.The UK's best-selling zombie horror
seriesNow a best-selling audio book series on Audible
Days 1 To 4 - Amy Cross 2018-07-28
One day, the power goes off and the world falls silent. And in two very
different parts of America, two very different nightmares are about to
begin. In Manhattan, Elizabeth and her brother Henry are all alone in
their parents' apartment. Looking out the window, they can see the
carnage slowly spreading through the city. But as hopes fade for their
parents to come back, Elizabeth and Henry discover that dangers might
alread have entered the building. Meanwhile, in Oklahoma, Thomas and
his family live on an isolated farm. They too have noticed that something
has changed, and a chance encounter on a deserted road leads to a
moment of pure horror. An infection is spreading, and soon more victims
begin to fall.
Uprising UK - George Hill 2010-11-16
The Ogre faces not just the undead, but also the demonic powers that
control and drive them to feed on human flesh.
The Umbrella Conspiracy - S. D. Perry 1998
When a remote mountain community is suddenly beset by a rash of grisly
murders, the Special Tactics and Rescue Squad--a paramilitary unit--is
dispatched to investigate
Advanced Uvm - Brian Hunter 2015-12-11
Since its introduction in 2011, the Universal Verification Methodology
(UVM) has achieved its promise of becoming the dominant platform for
semiconductor design verification. Advanced UVM delivers proven
coding guidelines, convenient recipes for common tasks, and cuttingedge techniques to provide a framework within UVM. Once adopted by
an organization, these strategies will create immediate benefits, and help
verification teams develop scalable, high-performance environments and
maximize their productivity. "Written by an experienced UVM
practitioner, this book contains lots of great tips on using UVM
effectively and example code that actually works!" John Aynsley, Doulos
"In 'Advanced UVM', Mr. Hunter, based on his company's real world
experiences, provides excellent resources, a well-tested reference
verification environment, and advanced best practices on how to apply
UVM. If you are ready to move beyond a UVM introduction, this should
be the book you add to your library." George Taglieri, Director
Verification Product Solutions, Synopsys, Inc.
University - Bentley Little 2015-02-28
Once, the southern California campus was praised for its high honors
and distinguished tradition. But this semester, the esteemed institution is
going through a change. This semester, UC Brea is really coming alive...
In a dark campus parking lot, a female student senses a presence, but it's
too late to scream... An unnatural appetite possesses a school janitor who
lingers in the stairwells, waiting... And after nightfall, the sixth-floor
library is strictly forbidden. Anyone who's gone there knows why...
Because something at UC Brea wants to teach the students a lesson...
Exiled - M. R. Merrick 2012-04-01
Chase Williams is a demon hunter in the Circle, or at least he was
supposed to be. On his fifteenth birthday, Chase stepped up to the altar
to claim his elemental power, but it never came. Elemental magic is
passed down to a hunter through the bloodline, but on Chase's birthday,
the bloodline stopped. Exiled without the Circle's protection, Chase has
spent two years trying to survive a world riddled with half-demons and
magic. When he has a run in with a frightened and seemingly innocent
demon, he learns the Circle's agenda has changed: the Circle plans to
unlock a portal and unleash pure-blood demons into the world. Vowing to
stop them, and knowing he can't do it alone, Chase forms a reluctant
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alliance with Rayna - a sexy witch with an attitude and a secret. In their
attempt to stop them, Chase and Rayna find themselves in the middle of
the Circle's plan, leaving one of them to decide what their friendship is
worth, and the other's life depending on it.
Slow Burn: Firestorm, Book 10 - Bobby Adair 2021-05-26
Fourteen years have passed since the virus ripped through the global
population, crushing the modern world and leaving the cities crawling
with the infected. The immune who survived the violence of the collapse
fled to remote havens like Balmorhea, a tiny town in the desert of far
West Texas. There, a few hundred normals made a go of it, building
walls, farming the dry dirt, and learning to thrive together. With them,
Zed and Murphy, survivors of the infection are different but still human.
Distrusted and despised because of what they are, they're still the first to
fight when the hordes maraud out of the wastes. Now, a new menace is
lurking beyond the horizon, threatening to destroy everything they've
built. Will they survive the savage violence sweeping across the desert,
or will they be consumed by the FIRESTORM?
Sentenced to War - J. N. Chaney 2021-06-11
Sit in prison or join the military. The choice is yours. Convicted of a
minor traffic violation, Rev Pelletier is conscripted into the Perseus
Union Marine Corps . . . for up to a thirty-year term of service. Anxious to
get back to his civilian life and job, Rev opts for a shorter term as a
Marine Raider taking the fight to the enemy. But with extremely high
mortality rates, can he and his friends survive until their term of service
is over? Download Sentenced to War now to follow Rev through perilous
battles as he fights to hold back the alien invasion. If you're a fan of Old
Man's War, Starship Troopers, or Armor, you'll love this military scifi
thrill ride.
The Monsters Know What They're Doing - Keith Ammann 2019-10-29
From the creator of the popular blog The Monsters Know What They’re
Doing comes a compilation of villainous battle plans for Dungeon
Masters. In the course of a Dungeons & Dragons game, a Dungeon
Master has to make one decision after another in response to player
behavior—and the better the players, the more unpredictable their
behavior! It’s easy for even an experienced DM to get bogged down in
on-the-spot decision-making or to let combat devolve into a boring
slugfest, with enemies running directly at the player characters and
biting, bashing, and slashing away. In The Monsters Know What They’re
Doing, Keith Ammann lightens the DM’s burden by helping you
understand your monsters’ abilities and develop battle plans before your
fifth edition D&D game session begins. Just as soldiers don’t whip out
their field manuals for the first time when they’re already under fire, a
DM shouldn’t wait until the PCs have just encountered a dozen
bullywugs to figure out how they advance, fight, and retreat. Easy to
read and apply, The Monsters Know What They're Doing is essential
reading for every DM.
Cthulhu Casebook - William A. Barton 1990-08-01
The "Cthulhu Casebook" contains nine independent adventures set in the
1920s, plus numerous articles and aids generating many other plots.
Certain portions of this book are easily included in ongoing tales -- "The
Mauretania" can expand any ocean voyage; "The Asylum" can make
exciting an otherwise uneventful institutionalization; "The Auction" can
be used to introduce various artifacts to aid or hinder the investigators.
Other sections contain full independent adventures playable by
themselves or useful in filling gaps between campaigns or as subplots
within current story lines.
The Book of the Dead - John Skipp 1989
Blood-draining tales by horror masters--including Stephen King, Robert
McCammon, Ramsey Campbell, and David Schow--conjure the heinous
deeds of the vengeful living dead, in a collection of Zombie stories
From the Dust Returned - Ray Bradbury 2013-06-25
Ray Bradbury, America's most beloved storyteller, has spent a lifetime
carrying readers to exhilarating and dangerous places, from dark street
comers in unfamiliar cities and towns to the edge of the universe. Now,
in an extraordinary flight of the imagination a half-century in the making,
he takes us to a most wondrous destination: into the heart of an Eternal
Family. They have lived for centuries in a house of legend and mystery in
upper Illinois -- and they are not like other midwesterners. Rarely
encountered in daylight hours, their children are curious and wild; their
old ones have survived since before the Sphinx first sank its paws deep in
Egyptian sands. And some sleep in beds with lids. Now the house is
being readied in anticipation of the gala homecoming that will gather
together the farflung branches of this odd and remarkable family. In the
past-midnight stillness can be detected the soft fluttering of Uncle Einars
wings. From her realm of sleep, Cecy, the fairest and most special
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daughter, can feel the approach of many a welcome being -- shapeshifter,
telepath, somnambulist, vampire -- as she flies high in the consciousness
of bird and bat. But in the midst of eager anticipation, a sense of doom
pervades. For the world is changing. And death, no stranger, will always
shadow this most singular family: Father, arisen from the Earth; Mother,
who never sleeps but dreams; A Thousand Times Great Grandmére;
Grandfather, who keeps the wildness of youth between his ears. And the
boy who, more than anyone, carries the burden of time on his shoulders:
Timothy, the sad and different foundling son who must share it all,
remember, and tell...and who, alone out of all of them, must one day age
and wither and die. By turns lyrical, wistful, poignant, and chilling, From
the Dust Returned is the long-awaited new novel by the peerless Ray
Bradbury -- a book that will surely be numbered among his most
enduring masterworks.
Fake Warriors - Henry Mark Holzer 2003
Fake Warriors lays bare a national scandal: the shocking story of
countless men of the Vietnam War era who falsify their military service.
Their motives vary from seeking unearned glory at the expense of
authentic heroes, to more tangible benefits like defrauding the V.A. and
stealing money from impressionable women. This book will enable every
patriotic American who appreciates the contributions of those who serve
their country honorably to identify and expose fake warriors in their
midst as well as to help bring about their long overdue punishment.
Closure, Limited - Max Brooks 2012
Set in the same terrifying universe as his million-seeling World War Z,
'Closure, Limited' is among the short stories found within this collection.
In it, Max interviews the head of a company dedicated to finding
emotional closure for survivors of the zombie attackers.
Executed - R. R. Haywood 2017-06-06
Accounting for Inventory - Steven M. Bragg 2015-11-02
The inventory asset is difficult to track and assign a cost to, and so
represents a significant source of financial statement errors. Accounting
for Inventory presents every issue that the accountant needs to create
and maintain a comprehensive system of inventory accounting. Topics
covered include inventory counting systems, cost layering, standard
costing, overhead allocation, the lower of cost or market rule,
disclosures, transfer pricing, budgeting, measurements, and much more.
The Summer I Died - Ryan Thomas 2017-09-22
The cult thriller novel is back in this all new edition which features the
original text as it was meant to be published! Dubbed one of "The Most
Intense Horror Novels" ever written by many horror review sites, The
Summer I Died is the first book in the Roger Huntington saga and soon
to be a major motion picture. When Roger Huntington comes home from
college for the summer and is met by his best friend, Tooth, he knows
they're going to have a good time. A summer full of beer, comic books,
movies, laughs, and maybe even girls. The sun is high and the sky is
clear as Roger and Tooth set out to shoot beer cans at Bobcat Mountain.
Just two friends catching up on lost time, two friends thinking about their
futures . . . two friends suddenly thrust into the middle of a nightmare.
Forced to fight for their lives against a sadistic killer with an arsenal of
razor sharp blades and a hungry dog by his side. If they are to survive,
they must decide: are heroes born, or are they made? Or is something
more powerful happening to them? And more importantly, how do you
survive when all roads lead to death? "A tense, bloody ride!" - Brian
Keene, author of The Rising "If you want to freak yourself out on your
next camping trip, you can't really do any better than The Summer I
Died." - BloodyDisgusting.com
Zombies - Mike Carey 2014-09-02
Return from the Preshamble / Paula Guran -- The Afflicted / Matthew
Johnson -- Dead Song / Jay Wilburn -- Iphigenia in Aulis / Mike Carey -Pollution / Don Webb -- Becca at the End of the World / Shira Lipkin -The Naturalist / Maureen F. McHugh -- Selected Sources for the
Babylonian Plague of the Dead (572-571 BCE) / Alex Dally MacFarlane -What Maisie Knew / David Liss -- Rocket Man / Stephen Graham Jones -The Day the Music Died / Joe McKinney -- The Children's Hour / Marge
Simon -- Delice / Holly Newstein -- Trail of Dead / Joanne Anderton -- The
Death and Life of Bob / William Jablonsky -- Stemming the Tide / Simon
Strantzas -- Those Beneath the Bog / Jacques L. Condor (Maka Tai Meh) - What Still Abides / Marie Brennan -- Jack and Jill / Jonathan Maberry -In the Dreamtime of Lady Resurrection / Caitlín R. Kiernan -Rigormarole / Michael A. Arnzen -- Kitty's Zombie New Year / Carrie
Vaughn -- The Gravedigger of Konstan Spring / Genvieve Valentine -Chew / Tamsyn Muir -- 'Til Death Do Us Part / Shaun Jeffrey -- There is no
"E" in Zombi Which Means There Can Be No You or We / Roxane Gay -2/4
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What Once We Feared / Carrie Ryan -- The Harrowers / Eric Gregory -Resurgam / Lisa Mannetti -- I Waltzed with a Zombie / Ron Goulart -Aftermath / Joy Kennedy-O'Neill -- A Shepherd of the Valley / Maggie
Slater -- The Day the Saucers Came / Neil Gaiman -- Love, Resurrected /
Cat Rambo -- Present / Nicole Kornher-Stace -- The Hunt: Before, and the
Aftermath / Joe R. Lansdale -- Bit Rot / Charles Stross.
Danger, Sweetheart - MaryJanice Davidson 2016-05-10
Blake Tarbell has a town to save. Rich, carefree, and used to the Vegas
party lifestyle, Blake is thrown for a curve when his former cocktailwaitress mother pleads he go back to her roots to save the town she
grew up in. Blake's used to using money to solve his problems, but when
he arrives in Sweetheart, North Dakota, this city boy has to trade in his
high-priced shoes for a pair of cowboy boots...and he's about to get a
little help from the loveliest lady in town... Natalie Lane's got no time for
newbies. The prettiest gal to ever put on a pair of work gloves, there's
nothing she can't do to keep a farm up and running. But when a
handsome city-slicker rolls into town with nothing but bad farmer's
instincts and good intentions, Natalie's heartstrings are pulled. She's
about to teach him a thing or two about how to survive in Sweetheart.
And he's about to teach her a thing or two about love...in MaryJanice
Davidson's Danger, Sweetheart.
Bad Games - Jeff Menapace 2013-02-22
The Lambert Family is heading to Crescent Lake, a rural cabin
community in western Pennsylvania, for an idyllic weekend getaway.
Some fishing, some barbecue, some games ... The Fannelli brothers are
heading to Crescent Lake too. Some stalking, some kidnapping, some
murder, definitely some games ... though not necessarily the type of
games the Lamberts had in mind. But it doesn't matter. The Lamberts
are going to play whether they like it or not.
Black Tide Rising - John Ringo 2016-06-07
TOP NAME WRITERS ENTER THE REALM OF JOHN RINGO'S BLACK
TIDE RISING ZOMBIE APOCALYPSE SERIES! A collection of all-original
stories set in the Black Tide Rising series of novels created by multiple
New York Times best-selling author John Ringo Stories by John Ringo,
Eric Flint, John Scalzi & Dave Klecha, Sarah A. Hoyt, Jody Lynn Nye,
Michael Z. Williamson and more. The news that humanity had been
dreading for ages had come true. Zombies are real. Worst of all, we
created them. The apocalypse was upon us, and every man, woman and
child had to answer a simple question of themselves: “What do we do
now?” For a group of neighbors in the Chicago suburbs of Northern
Indiana, it was “work together or die”...and figure out how to live on top
of oil storage tanks to keep the zombies at bay. For the Biological
Emergency Response Teams in New York City, it was “how long can we
fight off the infected before it's too late” . . .as well as having to fight
other groups all out to claim a dwindling stock of supplies and safety.
And for a group of cheerleaders, it was about the end of their world. And
about what happens when you get a group of physically fit young women
really, reallyangry. Featuring original stories from some of the brightest
stars in the science fiction universe: John Ringo; Eric Flint, John Scalzi &
Dave Klecha, Sarah A. Hoyt, Jody Lynn Nye, Michael Z. Williamson,
Kacey Ezella—cheerleading coach, veteran, and helicopter pilot—and
more. At the publishers request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital
Rights Management). About Black Tide Rising: "Set in Ringo’s “Black
Tide Rising” zombie apocalypse universe, these 12 stories by Eric Flint,
John Scalzi and Dave Klecha, Sarah A. Hoyt, Jody Lynn Nye, Michael Z. Williamson, and other authors ponder events that might arise when
humans discover that zombies are real. Emotions outweigh common
sense, as one woman searches for the zombie who killed her family.
When the infected reach a tipping point in a Denver hospital in Hoyt’s
story, a group of medical workers and patients must decide if “Do No
Harm” actually applies. Williamson’s “How Do You Solve a Problem Like
Grandpa?” shows what happens when a family’s eccentric doomsayer
patriarch is correct. In Mike Massa’s “Battle of the BERTs,” competing
Biological Emergency Response Teams in New York ascend as the new
mafia—with the infected as their trade. And finally, Ringo’s “The
Meaning of Freedom” has experts around the world determining that a
large percentage of the infected are no longer carriers but survivors.
VERDICTThis anthology broadens Ringo’s Black Tide world, serving up
doses of humanity amid the ravenous afflicted. Comedy has a place in
this harsh reality, and these stories stir adventure and emotion at a
frantic clip throughout. Zombie fiction fans will be thrilled."—KC About
the Black Tide Rising Series: “Not only has Ringo found a mostly
unexplored corner of the zombie landscape, he's using the zombie frame
to tackle a broader theme: the collapse and rebirth of civilization. The
zombie scenes are exciting, sure, but its the human story that keeps us
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involved. A fine series.”—Booklist About Under a Graveyard Sky: “Ringo
combines humor and horror in this strong series debut, the thinking
reader’s zombie novel.”—Publishers Weekly About John Ringo: “[Ringo’s
work is] peopled with three-dimensional characters and spiced with
personal drama as well as tactical finesse.”—Library Journal “. . .
Explosive. . . . fans. . .will appreciate Ringo’s lively narrative and
flavorful characters.”—Publishers Weekly “. . .practically impossible not
to read in one sitting . . . exceedingly impressive . . . executed with skill,
verve, and wit.”—Booklist “Crackerjack storytelling.”—Starlog BLACK
TIDE RISING SERIES: Under a Graveyard Sky To Sail a Darkling Sea
Islands of Rage and Hope Strands of Sorrow
The Daily Show (The Book) - Chris Smith 2016-11-22
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The complete, uncensored history of
the award-winning The Daily Show with Jon Stewart, as told by its
correspondents, writers, and host. For almost seventeen years, The Daily
Show with Jon Stewart brilliantly redefined the borders between
television comedy, political satire, and opinionated news coverage. It
launched the careers of some of today's most significant comedians,
highlighted the hypocrisies of the powerful, and garnered 23 Emmys.
Now the show's behind-the-scenes gags, controversies, and camaraderie
will be chronicled by the players themselves, from legendary host Jon
Stewart to the star cast members and writers-including Samantha Bee,
Stephen Colbert, John Oliver, and Steve Carell - plus some of The Daily
Show's most prominent guests and adversaries: John and Cindy McCain,
Glenn Beck, Tucker Carlson, and many more. This oral history takes the
reader behind the curtain for all the show's highlights, from its origins as
Comedy Central's underdog late-night program to Trevor Noah's
succession, rising from a scrappy jester in the 24-hour political news
cycle to become part of the beating heart of politics-a trusted source for
not only comedy but also commentary, with a reputation for calling
bullshit and an ability to effect real change in the world. Through years
of incisive election coverage, passionate debates with President Obama
and Hillary Clinton, feuds with Bill O'Reilly and Fox, and provocative
takes on Wall Street and racism, The Daily Show has been a cultural
touchstone. Now, for the first time, the people behind the show's seminal
moments come together to share their memories of the last-minute
rewrites, improvisations, pranks, romances, blow-ups, and moments of
Zen both on and off the set of one of America's most groundbreaking
shows.
The Penguin Book of the Undead - Scott G. Bruce 2016-09-27
The walking dead from 15 centuries haunt this compendium of ghostly
visitations through the ages, exploring the history of our fascination with
zombies and other restless souls. Since ancient times, accounts of
supernatural activity have mystified us. Ghost stories as we know them
did not develop until the late nineteenth century, but the restless dead
haunted the premodern imagination in many forms, as recorded in
historical narratives, theological texts, and personal letters. The Penguin
Book of the Undead teems with roving hordes of dead warriors, corpses
trailed by packs of barking dogs, moaning phantoms haunting deserted
ruins, evil spirits emerging from burning carcasses in the form of crows,
and zombies with pestilential breath. Spanning from the Hebrew
scriptures to the Roman Empire, the Scandinavian sagas to medieval
Europe, the Protestant Reformation to the Renaissance, this beguiling
array of accounts charts our relationship with spirits and apparitions,
wraiths and demons over fifteen hundred years, showing the evolution in
our thinking about the ability of dead souls to return to the realm of the
living—and to warn us about what awaits us in the afterlife. For more
than seventy years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic
literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles,
Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works
throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the
series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes
by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-todate translations by award-winning translators.
Outbreak Undead - Christopher De La Rosa 2010-07-01
"Outbreak: Undead is a Zombie Survival Simulation RPG that is not only
fun, but an essential step in surviving the Undead. This book provides the
most dramatic, effective, and above all realistic means in which to
(safely) simulate the events of a zombie uprising and try your chances at
survival!"--Cover.
Extinct - R. R. Haywood 2018-05-17
The end of the world has been avoided--for now. With Miri and her team
of extracted heroes still on the run, Mother, the disgraced former head of
the British Secret Service, has other ideas... While Mother retreats to her
bunker to plot her next move, Miri, Ben, Safa and Harry travel far into
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the future to ensure that they have prevented the apocalypse. But what
they find just doesn't make sense. London in 2111 is on the brink of
annihilation. What's more, the timelines have been twisted. Folded in on
each other. It's hard to keep track of who is where. Or, more accurately,
who is when. The clock is ticking for them all. With nothing left to lose
but life itself, our heroes must stop Mother--or die trying.
Final Cuts - Ellen Datlow 2020-06-02
Legendary genre editor Ellen Datlow brings together eighteen dark and
terrifying original stories inspired by cinema and television. A
BLUMHOUSE BOOKS HORROR ORIGINAL. From the secret reels of a
notoriously cursed cinematic masterpiece to the debauched livestreams
of modern movie junkies who will do anything for clicks, Final Cuts
brings together new and terrifying stories inspired by the many screens
we can't peel our eyes away from. Inspired by the rich golden age of the
film and television industries as well as the new media present, this new
anthology reveals what evils hide behind the scenes and between the
frames of our favorite medium. With original stories from a diverse list of
some of the best-known names in horror, Final Cuts will haunt you long
after the credits roll. NEW STORIES FROM: Josh Malerman, Chris
Golden, Stephen Graham Jones, Garth Nix, Laird Barron, Kelley
Armstrong, John Langan, Richard Kadrey, Paul Cornell, Lisa Morton, AC
Wise, Dale Bailey, Jeffrey Ford, Cassandra Khaw, Nathan Ballingrud,
Gemma Files, Usman T. Malik, and Brian Hodge.
Son of Sedonia - Ben Chaney 2012-12
Imagine growing up in the largest slum on the planet in the year
2080AD. Twenty million people are your neighbors, huddled together in
an ocean of rusted dwellings made from whatever Sedonia City, the
towering metropolis in the distance, decides to throw away. Gang
members, known as the T99s, are the heads of your community:
smuggling tech, trafficking drugs, and fighting a constant guerilla war
against the City's bio-augmented EXO police force. There is little hope
for survival. None for escape to a better life beyond the half-mile high
Border between city and slum. This is Matteo's world. A bright kid, but
sick and weak since childhood, he is painfully dependent on Jogun: loving
older brother, and hardened soldier for the T99s. When a luxury
transport from Sedonia's aerial traffic crash-lands in Rasalla, it threatens
to change Matteo and Jogun's fate forever. And all fates are connected.
The Dwellers of Rasalla, bound by family in the scrap, ashes, and dirt.
The Citizens of Sedonia, oblivious to danger in the buzzing twilight of the
Neuro-Social Revolution. The EXOs, placing themselves in harm's way to
perform their duty to protect their homes and fellow officers. And the
Ruling Elite, whose long-buried secrets and desperate plans could spell
the end of civilization...or a new beginning. Son of Sedonia is an actionfilled science fiction epic with a soul and a clear message. Its characters
live, breathe, suffer, and love in their different worlds, each brought to
the brink as the Third-World collides with the First. Their future could
well be ours.
Kindred Bond - Deborah Raney 2000
For Claire Anderson, her position as a teacher in Hanover Falls is the
realization of a long-held dream. In this loving community she attempts
to cast aside the memories of her troubled childhood in the day-to-day
interaction with the young lives entrusted to her care. Michael Meredith
finds worth as a nursing home administrator until an unwelcome
investigation concerning suspicious deaths among the residents
threatens his career. In the midst of this crisis, the linking of Claire's and
Michael's lives creates a unique friendship that blossoms into a shared
understanding neither has known before. Both are empowered by the
understanding and support they experience with each other until an
agonizing secret is revealed that may tear the delicate fabric of their
love. Is their faith strong enough to survive this astonishing discovery?
Irregular Scout Team One - J F Holmes 2020-05-06
The world has fallen, but America fights on ... Nine months after the
Apocalypse devastated the US, a small band of scouts, military and
civilian, lead the way back out into the wilds. Infected swam and
warlords rule while everyday men and women try to survive. Orders are
given, and Irregular Scout Team One does an airborne insertion into
chaos... After enforcing rough justice in the Hudson Valley, the Team is
sent on a desperate mission to find Patient Zero, the first infected, in
hopes of tracking down a cure. Along the way hidden agendas
manipulate the military and leave the Team fighting for its very survival.
The eleventh volume of the highly praised Irregular Scout Team One
series tells the story of one of the Teams' first missions and a hint at the
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dangers to come.
I Am Not My Hair - Shawneda 2013-04-29
The previous scheduled life Maya Hatton planned has been interrupted
for an emergency broadcast announcement. A news station manager
threatens to destroy over twenty years of brand and image building with
a new contract from hell. Her husband Roddreccus moved into the rental
property and refuses to move home without explanation. Instead of
finding confidence, fun and freedom as she enters her mid fifties she's
faced with crises. Fans believed she had it all together but her dream
team lost a member, a villain hijacked her fairy tale marriage and now
she needs to remember how to be the Maya everyone thinks she is or
lose the best thing she ever had.
Undead Unluck, Vol. 2 - Yoshifumi Tozuka 2021-07-06
Sick of being targeted, Fuuko and Andy decide they would rather be the
hunters than the hunted. So they set their sights on joining the tenmember Union. But to snag the second seat they need, they’ll have to
defeat their would-be assailant, Unchange! -- VIZ Media
The Zombie Stories of H. P. Lovecraft - H. P. Lovecraft 2015-06-29
"A fantastic anthology by the true master of horror fiction. Highly
recommended." — Book Nutter's Book Reviews "This is an excellent
collection of Lovecraft's 'zombie' stories, which serves both as a treat to
old fans and a sampler to people who haven't read Lovecraft before. I
would highly recommend this collection." — Of Stacks and Cups Joyce
Carol Oates, Stephen King, and other experts on horror fiction deem H.
P. Lovecraft the master teller of weird tales. These six chilling stories ―
all published between 1921 and 1933 ― offer compelling journeys into
the land of the undead. The collection begins with "The Outsider," the
tale of a recluse whose overwhelming loneliness emboldens him to seek
out human contact. Subsequent stories include "Herbert
West―Reanimator," written as a satire of Frankenstein and used as the
source for a popular horror film; "In the Vault," in which an undertaker
experiences supernatural revenge; "Cool Air," an account of a doctor's
fanatical obsession with defying death; and "Pickman's Model," focusing
on an artist's gallery of nightmares. "The Thing on the Doorstep"
concludes the compilation with the compelling tale of a man whose body
is preyed upon by a spirit that refuses to die. "Highly recommended. A
great way to re-animate Lovecraft's standing as a master of the horror
genre." —Looking for a Good Book "A delightfully horrific collection of
tales that will thrill any horror fan!" — A Universe in Words
The Undead Day Sixteen - R. R. Haywood 2018-10-12
THE UK'S BEST-SELLING HORROR SERIES The Undead Day Sixteen By
Washington Post best-selling author RR Haywood, author of the smashhit time travel series - Extracted A deadly infection spreads across
Europe. The Undead Series: A terrifying account of one man desperately
struggling to survive this harrowing event"Brilliant writing from start to
end.""A whip-cracking, adrenaline-fuelled doozy of a book!""The best
series ever!""A cracking read...""You'll cheer, laugh and cry...""A gem of
a series.""Gripping.""The best zombie series by far.""One of the best
series out there and one of the best authors of this genre - totally
gripping and will have you at the edge of your seat."find out more about
the author at rrhaywood.com*The Undead is entirely self-published.
Z: Zombie Stories - J. M. Lassen 2011-09-01
When the zombie apocalypse comes, it's not just those crusty old folks
who will struggle against the undead, it's the young people. What
happens when you come of age during the zombie apocalypse? Z: Zombie
Stories has the answer to that question. Z: Zombie Stories gathers
together some of the hottest zombie fiction of the last two decades, from
authors including Kelly Link, Jonathan Maberry, and Catherynne M.
Valente. These stories focus on those who will inherit a world overrun
with the living dead: a young man who takes up the family business of
dealing with the undead, a girl struggling with her abusive father...who
has become a zombie, a poet who digs up the wrong grave, and a Viking
maiden imprisoned with the living dead... Skyhorse Publishing, under our
Night Shade and Talos imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of
titles for readers interested in science fiction (space opera, time travel,
hard SF, alien invasion, near-future dystopia), fantasy (grimdark, sword
and sorcery, contemporary urban fantasy, steampunk, alternative
history), and horror (zombies, vampires, and the occult and
supernatural), and much more. While not every title we publish becomes
a New York Times bestseller, a national bestseller, or a Hugo or Nebula
award-winner, we are committed to publishing quality books from a
diverse group of authors.
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